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AMAZON WARNING & NOTIFICATION TEMPLATES 

ASIN REVIEW 

Hi, 

Thank you for your thorough investigation to help maintain a marketplace with the 
utmost integrity!  

Our products are sourced directly from [insert company name] and we are 
authorized sellers of their products. Please see our attached invoices directly 
through their wholesale website portal. I have included our detailed invoice that 
shows the product name, as well as our corresponding transaction IDs such that you 
can see our order IDs as well.  

In terms of their contact information: 

[Insert Company Name & Address] 
[Insert Phone] (phone)  
[Insert Fax] (fax)  
[insert email]  

If I can offer you any additional information to help with your investigation - please 
let me know and I will get it to you as quickly as possible.  

Thank you again for your diligence in these matters, 

[Insert Your Name]  
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POLICY WARNING - COUNTERFEIT (WHOLESALE) 

Hi, 

Thank you so much for reaching out with this concern. I truly believe your diligence 
helps to make Amazon such a wonderful and safe marketplace for consumers.  

Our products are purchased directly from [insert company name]. We are an 
authorized vendor for their products. I have attached several invoices for your 
review.  

Contact Information: 

[Insert Company Name & Address in standard format) 
Email: [insert email]  
Website: [website]  
Phone: [insert phone]  

Our goal is that we give you all of the information that you need to help with your 
investigation. Please let us know how we can further assist you in this matter, and 
we will be more than happy to retrieve any additional information.  

Thanks so much for your time, 

[Insert Your Name]  
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POLICY WARNING - COUNTERFEIT (RETAIL ARB/ONLINE ARB) 

Hi, 

We recently received a notification that our listing was closed due to an inauthentic 
item claim. We truly appreciate Amazon's diligence in this process to help maintain 
marketplace integrity.  

We can assure you that our products are 100% authentic and genuine. In fact, we 
have attached a receipt from this purchase to verify this. This product was not 
available through our wholesale channels and was purchased directly from [insert 
company name], an authorized distributor of [insert brand name] products.  

We have attached a screenshot from [retailer] verifying that this product was offered 
through them, and that they are an authorized distributor.  

Please let us know if any additional information is required. 

Thanks so much for your time and diligence in this matter.  

[Insert Your Name]  
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PLAN OF ACTION REQUIRED:  
 
Hi,  
 
We are writing you today about our listing [INSERT ASIN]. This product listing was 
removed due to a complaint about the [CHOOSE ONE condition - used item sold as 
new/counterfeit/etc].  
 
[Where did you purchase - submit relevant invoices]  
[What is the root cause of the problem]  
[How will your Plan of Action Help the Root Cause] 

• [Manage Existing Issue - Return Product] 

• [Review Prep Guidelines - Institute Company Change to Reflect Root Cause] 

• [Add Additional Steps to Prevent Future Occurrences] 

• [Reduce Handling - Eg. Pallets, better shipping practices] 

We truly do appreciate your diligence in this matter. Our goal is to provide the 
highest level of value to the customer, and this issue has given us the opportunity to 
review and further improve our internal processes. Thank you so much for the 
opportunity to allow us to improve.  
 
Please let us know if you have any further questions.  
 
We truly appreciate all the time you have given us with this situation.  
 
[Insert Your Name] 
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Customer Service Templates 

These are the templates that we use to handle the majority of our Customer Service 
questions on Amazon. You have to realize that customer feedback and response time 
is a key metric for maximizing your ability to secure your equitable share of the Buy 
Box.  

Our metrics are right at two hours for average customer response time, with no 
messages over 24 hours in the last 12 months. We highly advise that you do this. Also, 
if you read the book “Amazon Way” it alludes to there being a metric for thoroughness 
of answer. You should make sure that your answers address your customer concerns 
fully.  Here are the templates that we use to handle the bulk of our customer inquiries 
(they may not be applicable to all situations, but in our case handle the vast majority). 

If the customer is wanting a free product in exchange for a review:: 

Hi,  

Thank you for contacting us. We truly appreciate your time. In terms of offering 
products for review, we currently do not do that. However, we will keep you in mind 
should we decide to change our policies in this regard. 

Thanks, 

[Your Name] 

If the customer has experienced a shipping issue/has not received product.

Hi,  

Thank you for contacting us. We are very sorry to hear about the problems with your 
order. We understand your frustration, and would similarly be frustrated if we were in 
the same situation. Unfortunately, in this instance, I cannot give you any updates on 
the shipping information for this product. All of our products are stored and shipped 
directly by Amazon, and we don’t receive that shipping information from them.  

Here is a link to the customer service department: 

https://www.amazon.com/gp/help/customer/display.html?ie=UTF8&nodeId=5085
10  

Thanks,  

[Your Name] 

https://www.amazon.com/gp/help/customer/display.html?ie=UTF8&nodeId=508510
https://www.amazon.com/gp/help/customer/display.html?ie=UTF8&nodeId=508510
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If the customer has a problem with the order (not our fault) eg. wrong 
size/damage in shipping/wrong item received by them (you should review this 
one and see if isolated or systemic): 

Hi, 

Thanks for contacting us. I am very sorry to hear about the issues with your order. I 
really do appreciate you taking the time to reach out to us directly, and hopefully I 
can help guide you through the process and make it as easy as possible. 

All of our products are stored and shipped directly by Amazon. In this instance, you 
will need to contact them directly via the following link and set-up a return as they 
handle that on our behalf (fortunately they make the process incredibly easy and pain 
free): 

https://www.amazon.com/gp/help/customer/display.html?ie=UTF8&nodeId=5085
10 

Thanks again, and do hesitate to reach out if we can be of further assistance! 

-[Your Name] 

If the customer has a problem with the order (our fault) - use with discretion: 

Hi,  

Thanks for contacting us. I am very sorry to hear about the issues with your order. I 
really do appreciate you taking the time to reach out to us directly, and I want to help 
make this situation the best possible experience that it can be.  

I want you to know that we take full responsibility for this issue, and I will pass all of 
the information along to our Quality Assurance officer. Rest assured that we will 
address this issue and genuinely do apologize.  

I have issued you a full refund for your order, with no return required. If you can use 
the product please do so, and discard it if you cannot. Our goal is to reduce the 
amount of inconvenience you experience as much as possible, and there is no need 
to return the item. I realize that can be tedious. 

Thank you again for your feedback, and I truly want to emphasize that we will make 
every effort to improve our practices based on it.  

-[Your Name] 
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If the customer wants a discount or deal on a product: 

Hi,  

Thank you for contacting us. Our products are generally priced as marked, and we try 
to be as competitive as possible with our products. I will pass your feedback along to 
our pricing team. 

Thanks,  

-[Your Name] 

*** For bad feedback emails review the flow chart! 
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LETTER OF AUTHORIZATION 

Company Letterhead 
Company Name 
Company Address 
City, State Zip 
Company Name 
Company Website 

LETTER OF AUTHORIZATION 

Date:  

Subject: " Company Name" Reseller Authorization 

To whom it may concern: 

This letter is to authorize the following company to work as a reseller of "Company Name" 
products on Amazon.com: 

Name:  [Your Legal Company Name - as registered with Amazon Account Info] 

Address:  [Your Legal Business Address - as registered with Amazon Account Info] 

[City, State Zip] 

Phone: [Your Company Phone Number - We use same as account info] 

Email: [we use our registered Amazon email address] 

This letter serves as authorization to verify that [Your Legal Company Name - as registered 
with Amazon Account Info] (DBA Your Amazon Storefront Name) is an authorized seller for 
"Company Name" on Amazon.com.  

Please contact us directly to verify any information on this Letter of Authorization. 

Sincerely, 

Company Contact 
Position 

Company Name 
Company Address 

City, State Zip 
Company Email 

Company Website 

Signature 



Services We Use + Discount Codes 

 Pro Chrome Extension Save $10 Off Your First Year 

➢ Our #1 Scouting Tool – Get it NOW! Click HERE to Get Jungle Scout Pro 

  Wholesale 

➢ Powerful Product Analysis

Save 20% With Discount Code HERE 
Email dan@thewholesaleformula.com for unique code

 Chrome Extension 

➢ Comprehensive Scouting Tool

Save $20 with Code: 20offtwf 

Click HERE to Get Rev Seller 

 How to Keepa Camel 

 By Steven Smotherman 

eBook + Video Course 

Click HERE to Get eBook + Course 

➢ Make Better Scouting Decisions Using Amazon’s Own Price Data

 

  By eComEngine 

➢ Inventory Management Software

30-Day Free Trial + 20% Off First 3 Months

Code: RSPTWF Click HERE to Get RS Pro 

   Feedback Genius By Seller Labs 

➢ Automatic Emails Boost Reviews

60-Day Free Trial

Click HERE to Get Feedback Genius 

   Scope By Seller Labs 

➢ Discover Profitable Keywords

60-Day Free Trial

Click HERE to Get Scope 

 Flywheel 

➢ Optimize Your Sponsored Ads

30-Day Free Trial

Click HERE to Get Teikametrics Flywheel 

Scouting Resources 

Amazon Software 
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https://www.junglescout.com/10_disct/?utm_source=affiliate&utm_medium=190#chromeextension
https://tacticalarbitrage.com/membership-account/membership-checkout/?level=8
mailto:dan@thewholesaleformula.com
https://revseller.com/register
http://www.fulltimefba.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/How_to_Keepa_Camel-205x300.png
http://bit.ly/2ny43HO
https://www.sellerlabs.com/offers/the_wholesale_formula_pro_alumni/?fp_ref=thewholesaleformula
https://www.sellerlabs.com/offers/the_wholesale_formula_pro_alumni/?fp_ref=thewholesaleformula
https://go.teikametrics.com/entry?tap_a=24703-c35b29&tap_s=199138-81dc32
https://tacticalarbitrage.com/membership-account/membership-checkout/?level=8
https://revseller.com/register
http://bit.ly/2ny43HO
https://www.sellerlabs.com/offers/the_wholesale_formula_pro_alumni/?fp_ref=thewholesaleformula
https://www.sellerlabs.com/offers/the_wholesale_formula_pro_alumni/?fp_ref=thewholesaleformula
http://www.fulltimefba.com/our-trainings/how-to-keepa-camel/
https://go.teikametrics.com/entry?tap_a=24703-c35b29&tap_s=199138-81dc32


 

Amazon Product Description Boot Camp 

By Karon Thackston 

➢ Product Listing Optimization Course

Listing Optimization Video Training 

 Click HERE to Get Video Course 

Amazon Advantage 

By Karon Thackston 

➢ Product Listing Optimization eBook

Save 20% With Discount Code: daniel20 

Click HERE to Get Amazon Advantage 

Review Advantage 

By Karon Thackston 
Save $10 With Discount Code: review10 

Click HERE to Get Review Advantage 

➢ Product Review Email Strategies eBook

  Complete Guide to FBA Reimbursements 

 By Ryan Grant 

FBA Reimbursements eBook (Only $39) 

Click HERE to Get Your Copy 

Product Prep 

➢ Prepping & Shipping Materials CHEAP

Save 10% on FBA Supply Orders 

Code: ONLINESELLERU  Click HERE

 Prime Zero Prep 

 Prep Center – Specializes in FBA 

     $99 Set Up Fee 

Click HERE to Get Started 

➢ TWF Students Enjoy Discounted Wholesale Plan Pricing or 25% Off Per Piece Plans

Amazon Resources 

Product Prep 
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http://bit.ly/2nP73g2
http://thewholesaleformula.com/listings
https://www.marketingwords.com/products/review-advantage-ebook/
https://onlinesellingexperiment.com/reimbursements/
https://www.bubblefast.com/
https://primezeroprep.com/twf/
https://primezeroprep.com/twfclients/
https://www.bubblefast.com/
https://primezeroprep.com/twf/
https://onlinesellingexperiment.com/reimbursements/
http://thewholesaleformula.com/listings
https://www.marketingwords.com/products/review-advantage-ebook/
http://bit.ly/2nP73g2
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E-MAIL TEMPLATES

Initial Contact Email Template 1: 
[Greetings/Hi/Hello],  

My name is [Your Name] and I am contacting you on behalf of [Company Name]. We 

are a brand-centric, eCommerce retailer from [Your location].  

You can learn all about us and our mission at our website here: [anchor site] 

We are always looking for new, high-quality brands and amazing products to carry 
across our many platforms. We would be thrilled to work with you as a retail partner 
to sell your product and use our many resources to boost your brand awareness.  

We would love the opportunity to open up a wholesale account with you. Please let 
me know what information and qualifications you require from me, and I will be happy 
to return them immediately.  

[Thank You/Regards/Best Wishes/Cheers], [Your Name] 

 [Your Title] 

Initial Contact Email Template 2: 
(if we believe the company to be internet friendly) 

"Hi, my name is John Doe, and I represent GeneralTradeGoods.com. We have read 
many great reviews about your products, and believe that your line would do very 
well with our customer base. Please let us know what wholesale options are available 
with your company."  
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Initial Contact Email Template 3: 
(if you want to show that you carry products with-in the line) 

“Hi, my name is John Doe, and I represent my company (XYZ). We are very interested 
in carrying your line, and have carried the following similar brands (XYZ, XYZ, etc.). 
These products have done extremely well for us, and we believe that your products 
would do very well also. This market has been growing for our company, and we are 
continually looking to satisfy that demand with great products. Please let us know 
what wholesale options are available with your team, as we would love to get started 
asap.” 

Initial Contact Email Template 4: 
(if you want to show you are expanding and growing – generally make sure your claim 
is close to line you are shooting for. Example – Toys and Games doesn’t mix well with 
Sexual Wellness)  

“Hi, my name is John Doe, and I represent my company (XYZ). We are a retailer of 
Toys and Games and are looking to expand into the XYZ category as we believe there 
is demand for it with our customer base. We have read many great reviews about 
your products, and would love to introduce this line to our customers with your 
products. Please let us know what steps we would need to take to get started with 
your company.” 

Situational Contact E-mails 
Here is an example to the “please let us know your sales channels”. We vary and tailor 
a bit to the situation, but this is a good jumping off point: 

Hi, 

Thanks for contacting me so quickly. We are a multi-faceted e-commerce company. 
We sell through the following venues: 

Website 

Amazon 

-Yada Yada (Other sales channels)
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We also have the capability of offering distribution to several local and regional 
stores. This is not a core component of our business, but we do have great 
relationships with several B&M stores in our region, and distribute for several of the 
brands that we carry (per their request). We understand that some companies want 
complete control over their supply chain, and we respect that. We simply offer this 
service to help promote brand exposure for companies who want our help in that 
regard. Again, this is completely up to you, and will only be utilized with your request! 

In terms of our online sales, we have grown explosively since our inception. Our sales 
have quickly outpaced our fulfillment capabilities – and we utilize the multi-channel 
fulfillment aspect that Amazon offers to fulfill our website orders. We do this as it 
allows us to get our products as close to our customers as possible, as well as to 
handle our volume of sales. We very much look forward to working with you, and 
truly believe that we can be a catalyst for your brand. Please let me know if I can help 
you with anything else!  

Thanks,   

-------------- 

Does not allow FBA sales: 
Hi [Insert Name], 

Thank you for getting back to me. I am excited to work with you and really believe 
that [insert a product name] will be an excellent fit with our customer base. One of the 
things that we have noticed regarding [Insert Product Name] is that customers rave 
about [insert something about the product]. I truly think it will be an excellent fit. 

I noticed on your documentation that you do not allow sellers to sell your products 
via FBA. I was curious if there was a reason for this, and if it was something you might 
consider being flexible with? The reason that I ask is that our company utilizes FBA to 
fulfill not only our Amazon orders, but those orders to our website as well. Therefore, 
we can only carry products that we can sell via FBA.  

Many companies spend the vast majority of their budgets building infrastructure to 
ship orders. Instead of focusing on that, we have focused our energy and budget on 
improving the customer experience and working with our retail partners to further 
[develop/enhance] their brand. 

I realize that many sellers try to hide their identities, utilize unscrupulous tactics, or 
otherwise abuse the FBA system. That's not us, in fact our name on Amazon is [Insert 
Your Amazon Name]. We like to work with our partners and develop a mutually 
beneficial relationship built on trust. 
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Here are a couple of the cool things that we can do to help your brand grow, and we 
would love to share our capabilities with you: 

[Insert BENEFIT #1 - be succinct, no more than two lines of text] 

[Insert BENEFIT #2 - be succinct, no more than two lines of text] 

If those seem interesting, I would love to set up a time to talk to you more about your 
vision for [insert their company name], and discuss other things that we can do to help 
you accomplish your goals. 

I don't want to overwhelm you with dialogue about the benefits we try to deliver to 
our retail partners, instead hopefully we might be able to talk and find out if our 
companies might be a great fit for one another.  

Thanks for your time,  

[Your Name]  

---------------------------------------------------------- 

Does NOT sell to Amazon Sellers: 
{One of our TWF students messaged his first company to inquire about carrying their 
product wholesale. On the company’s paperwork, they indicated that they did not sell 
to Amazon Sellers. We crafted the piece below as a sample response we would send. 
These were the TWF student’s values, which are different than ours, and you should 
plug-and-play to highlight your own value propositions} 

Hi [insert their name]. 

Thank you for taking the time to reply. I noticed per your agreement, that you do not 
currently allow any sellers, selling on the Amazon platform, to carry your products. I 
would love to know if this is up for discussion, as unlike many Amazon-centric sellers, 
our focus is much more brand centric, and we offer quite a few advantages to 
partnering brands.  

Primarily, we are a multi-channel eCommerce seller, who does utilize the Amazon 
platform. We sell via our website [insert your website name], as well as Amazon under 
the name [insert your Amazon name]. I realize that many Amazon sellers are unsavory, 
and attempt to hide behind some level of anonymity. We don't do that, and instead 
focus on being forthright with our partners about our identity. Our goal, from day one, 
has been to create partnerships that benefit our partners as well as us and build our 
brand with integrity. We utilize Amazon and FBA specifically to fulfill our website 
orders, as well as those taken on the Amazon platform.  
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We realized early on that building the infrastructure to ship our volume of orders, 
would be better spent promoting our brand, the brands of our partners and focusing 
the customer experience.  

We are a retailer that actually works to increase your sales on Amazon 

In terms of value, beyond traditional sellers you may encounter, here are a few things 
that we can do to help our vendors increase their sales: 

◉  We are well-versed in Amazon Sponsored Ads - which will help to drive traffic
to your product, as well as increase your market share over competing brands,
like: [insert two competing brands]

◉  Facebook Advertising - we have a great understanding with this process, and
are able to boast [CPC rates, Conversion Rates, insert some factoid] at [some
amount] higher than the national average. Our campaigns convert incredibly
well, and help to enhance brand awareness.

◉  We boast a partnered photography service which offers excellent 3D rendered
pictures to increase the brand image. Pictures are imperative both to online
sales, as well as the brand image that you want. Our photography team
provides top quality images to help our products sell. We could show you
some sample work, if this is of interest to you.

◉  We comply with MAP pricing - This is important because we truly believe in
the integrity of the products that we carry. Beyond that, we appreciate
additional margin, as it gives us the required budget we need to employ the ad
campaigns, and photography services to help our products sell more
frequently. That's one of the reasons that we are upfront both about who we
are, and our sales channels.

All of our services are part of our own commitment to our retail partners. We don't 
charge for these services, and use them to legitimately bring market share, brand 
awareness and help the image of the brands we work with. 

We would love to work with [insert brand name] and truly believe that this relationship 
would be mutually beneficial. We will go above and beyond expectations to enhance 
your brand. More importantly, we are an honest company who wants to focus on 
being brand ambassadors and delivering value well beyond our competition. 

If this is something you are willing to discuss, by all means let me know. I am 
reachable by email or phone!  

Thanks,  

[Have a professional signature with logo, name, link to website, email, phone number] 

------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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Email Responses: 
This was posed in our group (when he approached the manufacturer about a 
discount): 

Supplier: 

Hi XXXX, 

Our FOB_______ pricelist is our most basic price. Perhaps as we learn more about your 
business, we might be able to develop some promotional discounts to stimulate 
larger volume shipments. 

Thank you, 

TWF Student : 

We are an eCommerce company that sells on our site as well as on Amazon.com 

We don't want to just simply be “reseller” of____. We want to be a brand 
representative and partner on Amazon.com. Our experience as a professional 
Amazon retailer tells us that ______ has a ton of room for growth on Amazon. We us 
strategic marketing to give your product more visibility on Amazon.com. This will give 
the product on Amazon more sales and lead to larger reorders from us than your 
other Amazon retailer you might choose to work with. In addition to the Amazons 
channels growth, When a customer goes into a big-box or any brick and mortar 
looking for_____, they often check Amazon for pricing and reviews and the top similar 
products. We proactively employ a process which encourages customers to leave 
positive reviews for your brand! This pads the reviews and gets the item ranked higher 
organically on Amazon as well as giving B&M customers a good impression. Surely 
your physical store presences are of paramount importance to you. If you let us work 
hard to place your product optimally among search results and improve the product 
feedback reviews, it will help customers buy when they are in your B&M retailer 
locations giving a boost in reorders for your B&M retailers as well! The listing and 
placement of products on Amazon has a reach that goes far beyond the actual sales 
from Amazon. 

Recap of what we will do 

- Carry ____on our website
- Carry _____ on Amazon.com
- Get ______ more impressions on Amazon.com which leads to an increase in

overall brand awareness
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- Get _______ optimized for converting keywords to have more sales through the
Amazon channel

- Spend our marketing dollars to take customers away from competitors and
point them to____ on Amazon to further drive sales

- Continue to build positive reviews for _____ products to maintain and increase
brand image.

Supplier: 

Hi XXXX, 

Thank you for the background information on your company. The pricing I’ve quoted 
you, is consistent with our very largest wholesale ______ accounts and therefore the 
best we are able to offer. With the benefit of the information you’ve shared, I’d like to 
reiterate the significance of our _____. Amazon does not carry our (this variation) It is 
only sold by third parties on Amazon and none of the third party sellers buy the 
product directly from us. Cases of our ____ is also not available at Amazon. This 
product would be compared with _____. 

(Basically a “no, we’ll sell it to you at the basic price structure and here's some 
irrelevant information that you don't care about because I’m not giving you a volume 
discount.” ) 

-------------------------------------------- 

{TWF TEAM} 

What he did wrong… 

Not a bad start, I feel like you probably jumped the gun (and went extreme vs. being 
natural and that probably was the problem. Read our response here, and let me know 
your thoughts (collectively). 

We usually keep it much more simple at this phase (for example): 
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Hi [their name], 

Thank you for getting back to me. We truly appreciate your time and consideration in 
working with us on possible volume discounts. We employ a variety of unique 
strategies to help drive traffic and increase brand awareness: 

- PPC Advertising
- Social Proof Improvement

These services come at a high cost to us, but work extremely well to expand the reach 
of our the companies we work with, as well as our own brand. We aren't real "face in 
the crowd" kind of people, and want to stand out versus our competition. 

Beyond that, I believe our initial order, and subsequent reorders will be larger than 
average. 

Thanks again for your consideration - and let me know what might be possible. 

[Your Name] 

---------------------------------------- 

When you get the questions: 

1) What will you do to promote our brand – (review value added video)

2) What sets you apart from other sellers – (review value added video)

3) How will you protect our brand?

(SAMPLE): 

[To You] 

These are the questions that are generally implied after your first email. You will 
usually get an email back saying something to the effect of: 

So, tell me a bit about your company, where you sell and how you heard about our 
brand, and would you mind signing a MAP agreement... 

This is where you really have an opportunity to set yourself apart! 

[Insert Name], 
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Thanks for responding so quickly. We have been in business for (X years). We sell via 
our website, through distribution to local chains (though this is at your discretion, as 
we realize that some vendors prefer to have more control over their supply chain than 
others) and through Amazon under the name: XXXXXX. 

In addition to our diverse sales outlets we are able to offer our partnering vendors 
access to our SEO package (replace this with something you can do well). Beyond 
traditional sales promotion our SEO package is effective in creating back links via 
company promoted articles - to show relevancy for the product. 

Essentially, we will work directly with your marketing department to get an article 
about your products and brand and will use our marketing team to get that article 
published on 50-100 different industry relevant information sites. This not only serves 
as an avenue to increase our sales (as we will have a few imbedded direct links - to 
our product page), but also creates relevancy in Google search for your products. This 
generally would cost most companies between $500 and $1000 per use of this 
service. However, our company has a fully developed marketing team and we do this 
regularly for vendors we work with to help our own sales as well as the promotion of 
their products. 

In terms of a MAP agreement, we have no issues signing one. In fact, we fully support 
MAPs on products that we carry as they help to protect the brand, as well as preserve 
the profit margins for the sellers. We are more than happy to let you know anytime 
we see a seller breaking your MAP price - such as to help you better enforce it. We 
have do this regularly with our vendors who have MAP prices for their products and 
are excited to work with you on helping you with this. 

We hope that this has helped give you an idea about who we are. We truly believe 
that we can help promote growth for our own brand as well as yours. We have 
references available on request for companies we have worked with in the past and 
continue to work with today. Our primary focus is on relationships and we focus on 
ease of communication - so please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

SAMPLE 2: (When Asked for References if you don’t have them): 

"Hey, I see there is a spot for trade references on the application. I know it can take a 
few days to have references returned, and I would like to order ASAP with a credit 
card if possible. Do I still need to fill that out?" 

OR 
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Thanks for the quick response. I am almost done with the paperwork. Quick question, 
we do not plan on doing any payment but prepay by credit card. Do you still want the 
bank and trade references filled out? If not, we will submit asap and get you our 
opening order information. 

--------------------------------- 

Email Response Template for (where does your company sell/who is your audience): 

Manufacturer: 

Good day to the fine people at XXXX! 

My name is xxxx and I am Director of Sales at xxxx. I received your inquiry about xxx-
my company-xxx and I am very interested in working together! 

Who are your customers? Are you a distributor or do you have your own stores? 

We are experiencing explosive growth and our products are right at home in the great 
state of Texas. 

Please let me know and thank you again! 

===================== 

TWF Member Possible Response 

Hi XXXX, 

Thank you so much for your reply! 

We work exclusively online through our websites and Amazon. I don't know if you 
looked at our company site, xxxxx(DOT)com, but we do a lot of business on Amazon 
and consider ourselves experts on that platform. We feel we bring value to your brand 
on Amazon because of our experience and knowledge in the channel. Additionally 
we have xxx(DOT)com and I think your products will do well in our xxxxxx mix. We are 
also working on several other websites in other categories but I think for now our xxxx 
site would work best for your products. That being said, Amazon is where the majority 
of our sales originate. 
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So to answer your question, we are retailers but online only. 

How do we get started? Is there a price list you can send me or do I order directly 
online? Also, I'd like know if you have quantity price breaks, specials, freight 
incentives/specials, or any kind of discounts we can take advantage of. 

Thanks again for your time and response. I'm looking forward to working with you and 
xxx. 

XXXX 

Senior Purchasing Manager 

xxxx, LLC 

TWF Team Response: 

Hi XXXX, 

Thanks for getting back to me so quickly. 

We have heard about the success and popularity of your product, and really thought 
it would resonate with our customer base. 

In terms of our sales channels we sell via the following outlets {insert website name} 
and Amazon.com 

You can check more about our company mission & ways we can help our retail 
partners here [insert anchor site]. 

We believe [insert specific product name] would be an excellent fit with our growing 
audience on [insert website name]. Our goal is to continue developing our reach by 
working with and carrying premium products, and focusing on the customer 
experience. 

In terms of Amazon, we are seasoned sellers with years of experience. We offer some 
pretty unique advantages to our retail partners that most sellers simply can't because 
they lack the resources. Check out our company information site, as we go over some 
of those features more in depth there. 

I think we could help increase your reach on a more national scale. We would love to 
work with you, and believe it could be a great partnership. Let me know what we 
would need to do to get started! 

[Name] 

[Title] 
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